ABSTRACT.
Functions are from R x R to R, where R represents the set of real numbers. If c is a number and either (1) f G2 exists and f G exrb h J a Ja ists, x->p ' r" x-p1 f " x,y-p x ' " x,y-.p ' J exist for each p « [a, b] , n > 2 is an integer, and G satisfies either (1), (2) or (3) of the above, then f* HGn exists, /* |zVG" -j"z7G"| = 0, Hy (1 + zVC") exists for a < x < y < b and /^ |l + zYG" -n(l + z7C")| = 0.
All integrals and definitions are of the subdivision-refinement type, and functions are from R x R to R, where R represents the set of real numbers. Furthermore, functions are assumed to be defined only for elements ¡x, yi of R x R such that x < y, and G(x, x) = 0. The statements that G is bounded, G £ 0P°, G £ 0Q° and G £ OB° on [a, b] mean that there exist a subdivision D of [a, b] and positive numbers B and c such that if / = Jx }" is a refinement of D, then
(1) \GÍu)\ <B fot u £ /(/), (2) |IK(l + Gq)\ < B tot 1 < i < j < n, (3) |IK(1 + Gg)] >c tot 1 < i < j < n, and finements. The symbols GÍp, p ), GÍp~, p), GÍp , p ) and GÍp~, p~) are used to denote limv + GÍp, x), lim G(x, p), lim + G(x, y), and
Gip~, p), GÍp , p ) and Gip~, p~) exist for each p £ [a, b] , and G 6 OL14 on [a, ¿z] only if G £ 0L° on [a, b] and G(p+, p+) = G(p_, p") = 0 for each p £ on intervals [x, y] such that a < x < y < b, we adopt the convention that G(a-,a~) = Gia-, a) = Gib*, b+) = Gib, b+) = 0.
Also, G £ OA° on [a, b] only if /* G exists and /* |G -/G\ = 0, and G e OM°o n [a, b] only if xIF (l + G) exists for a < x < y < b and /* |l + G -11(1 + G)| = 0. The sources of these definitions are [3, p. 299 
if a <x < y < b, then Fix, y) = G(x, y) if x 4 E and y 4 E and Fix, y) = Hix, y) if x £ E or y £ E, then f F exists and is
The proof of Lemma 1.6 is straightforward, and therefore we omit it. 
Proof. We first show that Ub (l + F) exists and is P, where 
Therefore, anfe (l + F) exists and is P.
We now show that F e OzVl° on [a, b] . Since it can be shown that IF (1 + F) exists for a < x < y < b by an argument similar to the one used in the preceding paragraph, it is only necessary to show that jMi + F-nd + F) = 0.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use (1) |IE (1 + Gg)| <ß for 1 < /'</'<«, Note that D is defined so that q cannot belong to both VÍl) and VÍ2). Note that limits (1), (3) and (4) are the same as limits (2), (1) there exists a subdivision ix !" of [a, è] such that if 1 < a < n and x _. < x < y <x , then |G(x, y)| < 1. Thus, since -G e 0Q° on [a, b] , it follows that G e 0ß° on [x ,, x ] for 1 < q < n. This is true because if F is a function q-l' q -isuch that 0 < F < 1 on an interval 
